5K
Sarb Khatra asks What is a good diet to
have when a person is trying to build muscles and
at the same time running long distances (10K)?
Muscles to strengthen the core and back, for
stability?
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Éric Jacques replies This may seem weird
but when my training gets tougher, I allow myself
a lot of liberty with food. I enjoy eating and I enjoy
listening to my body when it tells me it is hungry.
One rule I try to stick to and is pretty simple: I avoid
eating anything white. That means no white sugar,
no white flour, no white bread, not too much milk (I
have to have some), etc. Fruits and vegetables are
very important, too. For carbs, I will have them the
day before a long run. I will have an occasional protein shake after training to help rebuild the muscles
that have been abused. If you feel that you have
given enough food to your body, you can also try
and tell it that it’s had enough by drinking water,
some green tea or eating some chocolate with 70%
(or more) cocoa. One last tip: If you go on 10K runs
or longer, make sure you give your body enough
time to digest. This will maximize your comfort.

dr. cathy j. campbell

coach me if you ran

10k
Vanessa DiBattista asks I ran 8K,
I didn’t pace myself properly at the beginning
and was tired by the 5K mark. How can I improve
my pacing?

Shannon Sanders replies Hi Vanessa,
I find that I needed to take my time and not get
wrapped up in going super fast initially. Take your
time at the start and build up to a steady pace —
then, in the last 5K, push yourself as hard as you
can. I find using my power beans helps with an
energy boost. Good luck!

Jason Taylor replies I find when it’s
cold, I take longer to recover and experience
slightly more soreness after a long run. Should I
be warming up differently than normal?

Paolo Di Petta replies It sounds like the
problem might not be before your run, but after.
It’s especially important to stretch post-run before
your body cools down, and in the cold, it cools down
much faster. Try to find a warm place (indoors) to
stretch immediately after your run to get the full
restorative benefit. Some hot yoga will also help
with the soreness and will thaw that winter chill.

half marathon
Nicole Rakowski asks I was wondering
how to overcome running in the cold? I feel that
my lungs start to hurt, if that makes any sense? I
find that the pollution is also a bit harder on the
lungs during the wintertime. Is there anything to
make this better?

Craig Beckim replies Running in the cold
is definitely harder on your lungs. There are two
tricks you can try: One is to breathe in through
the nose and exhale out the mouth (breathing in
through the nose helps warm the air a bit before it
gets to your lungs). Second, you can wear something like a balaclava that will become warm and
moist as you exhale as you run, and therefore will
help you inhale some moist air as opposed to dry.

30 k
Lynn Keane asks I will be running the
Around the Bay 30K in March, and then a marathon
in May. Any suggestions on recovery from those
north shore hills so that I can run a strong marathon
in May (possibly a personal best)? Any thoughts?

Marcia Coe replies Hi Lynn, I’ll be running
Around the Bay as well and a half marathon in May.
I ran a marathon in October and ran a half three
weeks later, so recovery was critical and I had no
room for error. Following a distance race of 21K or
more I get into a tub of cold water as soon as I get
home; this helps reduce the inflammation. I always
pack my recovery drink (Vega sport protein and
half a scoop of Vega recovery) for my post-race
protein fuel. It is critical you eat a balanced diet
and restock your glycogen stores. Lastly, listen
to your body: When you are sore, it’s best to take
it easy for a day or two following a race. I do very
light cardio two days following a race as it helps
me get rid of lactic acid buildup.

you ran

marathon
Ghazaleh Afshari asks I’ve been
running more than eight years. I took my running
to the next level by joining Running Room clubs
and ran my first half marathon two years ago.
I’ve run a handful of races since, including three
marathons. My personal best for the marathon is
3 hours and 53 minutes and my ultimate goal is to
qualify for the Boston Marathon. I require a marathon time of 3 hours and 40 minutes or better for
my age group. How can I get there?

Perry Curiston replies What helped
me improve the most is running at different speeds
while I trained, and keeping track of my times over
different distances. That means really emphasizing intervals — in which the fast parts of runs are
much faster than your slower parts. Your faster
runs should be really tough and challenge you
physically. Use a GPS to track your pace.

It’s runners
helping runners,
and here’s how
it works:
Marcia Coe went to

eachcoach.com
and asked: I have run two
marathons thus far and
found that gels upset my
stomach. Are there
alternatives that are not
solid foods? We sent her
query to Lily Edmunds, and
she said: Sports beans are
the perfect solution as an
alternative to sports gel or
protein bars. You can also
freeze a small amount of
coconut water at the bottom of your water bottle the
night before a race for some
flavour and electrolytes.
On Twitter, we share tips
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Éric jacques asks I have been slowly
getting back to my routine since the Toronto marathon. I have had something like a plantar fasciitis
acting up. I had also slacked off on my stretches
prescribed by my physio so I decided to do them
again more regularly. The pain has diminished immensely! I would be interested in what people do
for this issue.

Benjamin Errett replies I’d definitely
recommend another visit to your physiotherapist,
but for immediate relief, fill and freeze a plastic
water bottle. Then, while sitting in a chair, roll the
icy bottle back and forth between your foot and
the floor. And ease up on the training!
Alice Toyonaga asks I am training for a
marathon but just finished two, so I’m trying to take
time off. I’m running twice a week only and want to
keep my speed up or get faster, so I do cruise intervals one day and a long run another day. Should I be
upping my speed at the same time?

Ben Lariviere replies You ran two marathons, which is awesome. All I can say to get faster
is to run three times a week if you can and change up
your mileage to keep your muscles guessing. Work
on your core strength. I use weights and body weight
exercises and eat clean, which is HUGE, I found.
Hope that helps and worked for me. Take care.

Age Ageless Profession Sports medicine doctor at Cleveland
Clinic Canada, team physician for the bronze-medal-winning Canadian Olympic women’s soccer team in 2012 and former provincial
and national track coach in sprints and hurdles. Favourite running
song(s) Too many to mention. Favourite pre-race meal Don’t
race anymore, but I always ate lightly. How’d you start running?
Ran as a kid — everywhere — would never sit down. If you could
run with anyone, who would it be? Either Cecilia Branch or
Krisanne Crowell, former athletes I coached in Nova Scotia. My
sneakers are Nike My next race is Against myself

Marc Dowdell asks I just signed up this
week for the Surf City USA Half Marathon in Huntington Beach, Calif., to coincide with a vacation in
February, so I’ll have to ramp up the weekly mileage soon. In the meantime, I was wondering: Has
anyone seen some benefits to their running performance due to adding a weight training regime?
dr. cathy j. campbell replies Congrats on your running program. The answer really
depends on many factors, including running goals
— short and long term, body build, age, strength,
etc. Weight training can be done for many reasons
and outcomes. If you are looking for a little more
strength for fighting the hills, etc., specificity of
training would say that you might try doing hills or
intervals as a form of resistance work, especially
this close to the race, rather than pumping iron.
If you have a weak upper body or core, additional
resistance work might be helpful there, too.
Islay Julen asks At 58, after years of running, I believe I need to do more core training. My
current regiment in not working. I dislike dumbbell workouts for core, back and arm workouts:
Too BORING, so I find it difficult to stick with it.
Can you suggest a workout that is not so static? I
love to move when I’m working out. Thanks.

dr. cathy j. campbell replies There
are many things you can do for core other than
a regimented workout as you describe above.
Our clinic, Cleveland Clinic Canada (and many
others in and around the city), offers a wonderful
Pilates program, as one example. It is run by our
osteopath and physiotherapist and works great for
strengthening core muscles. This would also help
break the boredom that you mention.

Peggy Sue Moyle asks I’m a returning
marathoner who has been out for three years. I
was wondering how I could get back into the running game by using some of my gym time. What
would you suggest — cycling, weights, swimming?

dr. cathy j. campbell replies I would
suggest that you do this gradually. If your goal is to
run a marathon again, the Running Room and several
other commercial or volunteer and chat room entities offer a monitored gradually progressive running
program. They offer good advice dependent on your
goals and your times, and can often direct you to the
correct footwear for your shape, size and distance
goals. Cross-training is a good thing to start off with
and all the things that you mentioned would serve
that purpose. Once you are back in reasonable condition, you will need to get outside and run. That is
hard to substitute. I find treadmills boring and save
them for big snow days or other lousy weather.

Dave Flowers asks I ran the Toronto half
marathon on Oct. 20 in 1:52. I rested for a week,
then resumed running right up to my surgery. I had
a hemorrhoidectomy on Nov 8. I was a couch potato
for the first week, as per doctor’s orders, then started easy walking. Just ran two miles on a treadmill
today. Felt good. Do you think the Around the Bay
30K is obtainable for me at the end of March?

dr. cathy j. campbell replies I would
say that March is possible with your underlying
conditioning but take it gradual and progressive and
see how it feels. Outline your goals with someone,
write them down and assess weekly. You should
have a thumbnail sketch of your progressions up to
race day with weekly goals as per mileage, etc. Pay
attention to how you feel and backtrack if issues or
problems arise. Hopefully you have some folks to
run with who can assist and advise as part of a program. Good luck with your sore bottom.

Nicholas Violo asks My question is
gym-related. I’d love to know the various programs/methods in order to complete strengthening
exercises, flexibility and building muscle for your
legs specifically? Is it a good idea to group working
your glutes, quads, hams, hip flexor/inner thighs
and do squats all in one workout routine?

dr. cathy j. campbell replies First,
it is wise to alternate legs days with arms and
abs days — this allows 48 hours for recovery in
between. Second, work both sides of the joint — if
you are working hamstrings, make sure that you
work the quads. If you work biceps make sure that
you work triceps, etc. Third, work all body parts,
not just legs: It is unbalanced to just do certain
body parts — not only can it sometimes look
strange, but it also has potential for injury. Lastly,
make sure not to overload — increase the weight,
the reps or the frequency gradually to get benefit.

questions? comments? We’d love to hear from you! Email Ben Kaplan at hello@eachcoach.com
The information available on EachCoach does not constitute medical or health advice. We recommend consulting your doctor before undertaking any activities described here.

